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Field of activity
Production

Department
Industrie 4.0 Technologie u.
Implementierung

Tasks
The team Smart Data develops innovative data based solutions for the entire Mercedes-Benz
Cars production and supply chain. We implement Analytics & Machine Learning solutions and
structure activities acting as a driver of the digitization efforts.

The goal of the Master Thesis is to apply machine learning, statistical, and optimization
techniques to specific problems in manufacturing in order to increase efficiency of production
processes and improve quality of our products. You will work on major fundamental issues in
Industry 4.0 with high future relevance for Mercedes-Benz AG.

You are keen to explore new tools and methods and you use popular data wrangling
frameworks and libraries in Python or R. You like to work independently and share your
knowledge with others.

Your tasks:

Analyze industrial IoT data to discover trends and patterns
Review state of the art techniques and implement them
Work in Microsoft Azure cloud environment and use Databricks
Try out new libraries, algorithms, and tools and share the learnings in working groups
Preprocess structured and unstructured data
Apply machine learning and optimization algorithms and statistical techniques to produce
solutions to problems

Thesis topic will be defined at the intersection of the interests of university, you and us.



Qualifications

Professional qualifications:
Studies: statistics, informatics, business informatics, business engineering, physics,
mathematics, computer science, data science or some comparable quantitative program
Python/R (popular data wrangling, visualisation libraries)
Proficient knowledge in statistics, mathematics and data analysis
Experience in applying machine learning algorithms
Experiences with MS-Office
Very good verbal and writing skills in English are required. German knowledge is a plus.

Personal skills:
Motivation to quickly explore and learn new knowledge areas to solve technical problems
with high levels of autonomy and initiative
Independent working style, ability to analyze complex topics and derive practical
solutions

Additional information
This is a full-time job

It doesnt work completely without formalities. When sending your online application, please
attach your CV, certificate of enrollment, current performance record, relevant certificates,
proof of mandatory internship and the standard period of study (max. 6 MB).
Citizens of countries outside the European Trade Union please send, if applicable, your
residence / work permit.
We particularly welcome online applications from candidates with disabilities or similar
impairments in direct response to this job advertisement.
If you have any questions, you can contact the local disability officer once you have submitted
your application form, who will gladly assist you in the onward application process: sbv-
sindelfingen@daimler.com

Please understand that we no longer accept paper applications and that there is no right to get
your documents returned.

If you have any questions regarding the application process, please contact HR Services at +49
711/17-99544.

Apply for this job

Benefits

Company car
possible Meal-Discounts Coaching Company

Retirement

https://job-application.daimler.com/psp/extjob/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL?userid=&pwd=&languageCd=ENG&external_bewerber=on&Menu=HRS_HRAM&PanelGroupName=HRS_CE&JOB_REQ_NBR=239415&DC_BEWERBGRUPPE=&INITIATIV=&INWG=&AGI_NBR=&AGI_TITEL=&AGI_NAME=&AGI_EMAIL=&AGI_PHONE=&AGI_ORT=&Market=GBL&target=main9&contentOnly=YES&loc=alt&pswd=


Annual profit
share possible Flexitime possible Home Office

possible
Mobile Phone
possible

Events for
employees Health Benefits

Discounts for
employees
possible

Internet
Connection


